ENOMATIC ROSE & WHITES
TUSKE ROSE, HUNAGRY
Delicious rose with peaches, pomegranate on the palate. Pronounced flavours, stunning rose from
Hungary from Blaufrankisch and Merlot. Yummy!
TEDESCHI CAPITELTENDA SOAVE, ITALY
The bouquet is a complex. Very clean and with notes of dry fruits such as almonds. Rich and elegant.
The palate has good body and good acidity. Relatively warm, rounded and well-balanced. Pleasing
and elegant. The after-taste confirms the notes in the bouquet.
CHATEAU DE PONCIE BEAUJOLAIS GRAND LAMURE, FRANCE
The wine is bright yet pale colour. Very forthcoming aroma of yellow-fleshed peaches and white
acacia-type flowers with a hint of toasted bread. Rich and full-bodied in the mouth with a fresh finish
tending towards hints of apricots and fresh butter.
ALTANO DOURO RESERVA, PORTUGAL
With a bright straw hue, Altano White has delicious aromas of citrus and tropical fruits, such as lychee
and passion fruit. With an exuberant and refreshing palate and persistent finish, Altano White is the
perfect wine for warm summer nights.
WHITE RABBIT RIESLING, GERMANY
A multifaceted Riesling, versatile with or without food. Redolent of grass and herbs. here and there, a
whiff of white blossoms and tropical fruit. Balanced and beautifully refreshing.
TRIBBIERA BLANC, DOMAINE CULOMBU, CORSICA
This white is a delightful wine; its aromas are very pure, combining fresh apricots and white peach.
The palate is ripe and intensely flavoured. It has a creamy texture and a clean, dry, refreshing finish.
SEMILLON BODEGA MIRAS
Straw yellow, clean and bright. Mineral on the nose with a touch of white fruits such as apple,
pineapple, apricot and melon. It presents unctuous, persistent wine with good acidity on the palate.
TASCA D’ALMERITA, ITALY
Brilliant straw yellow with greenish reflections. On the nose wide and varied, white peach, grapefruit,
green apple, tropical fruits and citrus. On the palate soft and rich, intense and fragrant, it leaves a
pleasant sensation of sweet fruit and ripe.
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ENOMATIC REDS
DOMAINES DE LADOUCETTE, MARC BREDIF CHINON, FRANCE
On the nose, intense, refined and fruity. Nuances of cherry, strawberry and spicy notes. In the mouth,
a subtle attack; fruity, light structure. Fresh and aromatic finish.
CHATEAU FRANC CARDINAL, FRANCS COTES DE BORDEAUX, FRANCE
Made organically, this is a fresh and delicious Claret. Elegant and perfectly balanced; crunchy red
berries, forest floor notes; velvety texture.
VIN DE SAVOIE CHIGNIN MONDEUSE TRADITION, FRANCE
This wine is made from the increasingly popular local grape variety Mondeuse which has to be hand
harvested due to the altitude. Deeply coloured and very aromatic. Delicious bramble and pepper
notes on the palate.
COTTAS TINTO, PORTUGAL
The nose of this wine is bold and fresh with aromas of blackberry, black currant and toasted cinnamon.
The taste is pleasantly generous, sweet and creamy with fine tannins and an excellent volume. Long
finish marked by the fruit.
SLINGSHOT CABERNET SAUVIGNON, USA
A brilliant example of the power and finesse that typify the best Cali Cab. Classic cassis aromas;
plenty of structure and body; black fruit flavours; subtle, integrated oak. 90% Cabernet Sauvignon,
8% Petit Verdot and 2% Petit Sirah.
SIOS LES CREUS TINTO, COSTERS DEL SEGRE, SPAIN
Vinified from Costers del Sió's best quality Tempranillo grown in in the Catalan wine region of Costers
del Segre. Deeply coloured and highly aromatic; intense aromas of red berries, spices and earthy
minerals. Rich, full-bodied, yet velvety-smooth, with flavours of ripe berries, spices and silky tannins.
‘TULU’ SGM, ANNEX KLOOF, SOUTH AFRICA
This Rhone-style blend is made up of 84% Shiraz, 5% Mourvedre and 11% Grenache and has a deep
nose and flavour of red and black plums, with good freshness and hints of strawberry. The tannin
layer offers structure for the full fruity core. It finishes dry.
SIETE FINCAS MALBEC, ARGENTINA
This Malbec presents deep aromatic notes of juicy plum, fresh violets and roses, and a hint of
cedar. Taste of raspberry, vanilla, violets. Medium bodied and round in texture, ripe summer
berries lead to soft tannins on a persistent finish. An ideal match for barbecued meats, semi soft
cheeses or a traditional antipasto.
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The nose of this wine is bold and fresh with aromas of blackberry, black currant and toasted cinnamon.
The taste is pleasantly generous, sweet and creamy with fine tannins and an excellent volume. Long
finish marked by the fruit.
SLINGSHOT CABERNET SAUVIGNON, USA
A brilliant example of the power and finesse that typify the best Cali Cab. Classic cassis aromas;
plenty of structure and body; black fruit flavours; subtle, integrated oak. 90% Cabernet Sauvignon,
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This Malbec presents deep aromatic notes of juicy plum, fresh violets and roses, and a hint of
cedar. Taste of raspberry, vanilla, violets. Medium bodied and round in texture, ripe summer
berries lead to soft tannins on a persistent finish. An ideal match for barbecued meats, semi soft
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